
INTERVIEW FROM ANTONIO FERRERAS, LA SEXTA TV, TO JOSÉ MARÍA ÁLVAREZ-PALLETE, CEO 
AND CHAIRMAN OF TELEFÓNICA, REGARDING THE LIBERTY-TELEFÓNICA DEAL. THE INTERVIEW 
WAS LIVE THE SAME MORNING OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT 
  
QUESTION: José María Álvarez-Pallete, CEO and Chairman of Telefónica, good aFernoon. 

ANSWER: Good aEernoon 

Q: Economic experts told me that we are possibly looking at the biggest operaNon in the 
history of Telefónica. 
  
That´s right. This is the biggest operaQon in its history that has been done by Telefónica and 
above all, it has the merit that it has been done in a moment of lockdown and done working 
remotely. 
  
Q: What does this operaNon mean to you? Leadership in the UK? Why is relevant?  

The relevance is that we can make this joint venture in the leading operator in the UK, which is 
the second biggest market in Europe, at a Qme when broadband expansion is going to be 
criQcal. So, for us is a vital operaQon in one of our key markets and at a very, very special Qme. 
  
Q: Why at this moment? This is a very complicated moment with the markets suffering with 
the economic forecasts. Why you have decided to make this decision at this moment, a 
merger of these characterisNcs? 
  
Well, a transacQon like this one is not gestated in only 4 weeks. We have been working on it for 
months, working on it and it has been very challenging because there have been a series of 
circumstances that have been occurring, but at the Qme we were entering the final phase,  the 
confinement came, so we had to do all the negoQaQon, all the business plan designs in 
confinement. At this moment, it was possible because we had this opportunity to combine two 
very good businesses in creaQng one even beaer. 
  
And the challenge was to do it in excepQonal moments. There has never been a deal closed in a 
situaQon like this. The truth is that it was an opportunity and we could not allow that a 
situaQon, as hard as the one we are living, stepped in the way of something that has such a 
future projecQon. 
  
Q: How long have you been preparing the operaNon? I don't know the details, but in 
operaNons like this the last few weeks can be decisive, so can we say this was a telemaNc 
merger? 
  
That is right. Last November, in our Board meeQng, we presented different strategic 
alternaQves to the Telefonica Board and this operaQon was one of the key proposals. 
  
And we started conversaQons well in advance, but it is true that the decisive phase has been in 
the last 7 - 8 weeks that was during the lockdown and, as you say, this was a huge challenge for 
the teams, for the teams of Telefónica who have done a spectacular job, working day and night 
from their homes, in interacQon with internaQonal teams, lawyers, bankers and raQng 
agencies. A tremendous challenge that has been possible thanks to the tremendous quality of 
the team that has Telefónica.  

Q: In a market like the UK, what does it mean for you to become a leader? You are already 
leaders in Brazil, in Spain, but a market like the United Kingdom… 
  



Well, it is a huge market, we are giving birth a JV that is born with 46 million customers and 
above all, a tremendous opportunity. To give you an idea, the penetraQon of fiber for example 
in Spain it´s 80% of its territory, while in the UK is 26%. There is a huge capacity for growth and, 
therefore, being able to parQcipate in such a great opportunity, in such a large and aaracQve 
economy as the UK, has the power to transform Telefónica. That is why the UK is one of our 4 
key markets we are bejng on. 
  
Q: Chairman, one quesNon. When you see the economic forecasts that Brussels makes 
internaNonal bodies, banks, experts…. Can we overcome this situaNon? Can Spain overcome 
the situaNon? 
  
Well, I am posiQve. I am convinced of that, but besides my belief we have evidences. I am 56 
years old, and simply in these years, Spain was able to create an addiQonal economy equivalent 
to the ones of Holland and Denmark combined in terms of GDP. 
  
Spain has faced many challenges in recent years 
  
Spain has enormous strengths to face this situaQon. For example, the society: the civic 
response that it has given in Qmes of lockdown. Imagine someone tells us just 3 months ago 
and that we were going to be at home, with a complete lockdown of 100% of the populaQon. 
And the commitment that the health system has demonstrated, the food system, the Army, law 
enforcement authoriQes, even us, the TelecommunicaQon Industry…. Spain has tremendous 
strengths; I am convinced that we will overcome this crisis.  

And we will have to do it together, with a new society model, because we must be aware that 
this virus has changed everything, the society, the one we will come back to will be different 
from the one we knew. This virus has accelerated many things, for example digital 
transformaQon. And it is important that we restart as soon as possible, prioriQzing security of 
course, but the sooner we get back to work, the sooner we will avoid losing more jobs the 
beaer for all of us. Because at the end, it is a quesQon of defining a new social contract 
between all of us. 

Q: You said - and I believe that all countries must learn from their mistakes, but Spain must 
also learn from the mistakes - that, in the face of a pandemic of these characterisNcs the 
food chains have responded, the supply chains have responded, the strategic water supply 
networks have worked, the security, the country's security, the State forces, of course the 
Army….  

But also, the technology has responded. And a company such as Telefónica, which is a 
reference in communicaNons has a lot to do with it.  

I do not know if at some point, when all this happened and people was in lockdown, 
meaning much more Nme for digital entertainment, meaning more networks usage, more 
communicaNons, fiber, and on top of that remote working…. I do not know how you have 
been able to cope with it, because you have maintained the networks fully operaNve? 
  
Yes, and that is something we are tremendously proud of. Because never in our plans we did 
not foresee a situaQon like this, never in our projecQons we thought that 100 percent of the 
Spanish populaQon would be at home teleworking. 
  
Or digital educaQon for the kids, and at the same Qme with digital entertainment at home. To 
have an idea, the volumes of consumpQon of video plaqorm mulQplied by 4 Qmes, not by 4%, 
but by 4 Qmes. Social media usage by a factor of 67 Qmes. 
  



But we are lucky, because during the last years, Telefonica has invested a lot in Networks and 
Spain has today the best fiber opQc infrastructure in Europe. I like to say this: “there is more 
fiber deployed in Spain than the sum of the United Kingdom, Germany, Italy and France 
combined and that is a strength we have built as a country, Telefónica and the rest of the 
sector. 
  
Spain was essenQal one of the few countries in Europe that did not downgraded the video 
quality. But not only that, we have been able to connect hospitals like Ifema and digitalize more 
than 11 hospitals in just a few hours hours. The telecommunicaQons networks have been part 
of the soluQon and never the problem, and that is something that we are very proud of. 
  
Q: I imagine that, as a telecom company, you are thinking in how the future should be.  How 
the future will be, the future that is already present: for example, telework is a reality that 
has arrived and will remain.  

But not only telework.  What has happened lately in these last 8 weeks, with all the impact it is 
having on many people who are suffering from the disease, is like If all of us have been put in a 
Qme capsule and everything was accelerated. What I mean by this: we have lost the fear of 
telework.  But not only telework; we have lost fear to online shopping, we have lost the fear of 
being much more in touch through video conferencing, with our loved ones.  We have lost the 
fear of many things. The process of digitalizaQon has been accelerated and is here to stay and I 
think that will be one of the good things that will remain of this situaQon. And Spain was 
prepared, not only because of its infrastructure, but because of its people. They have shown an 
incredible ability to adapt to the situaQon. 
  
I was talking about civility before, but also about the speed with which we have adapted as 
individuals, to this digital revoluQon. We were forced to a lockdown, but we managed to 
conQnue our life. And this shows that there are not two lives, one digital and one analog, there 
is only one and we have known how to adapt to this new situaQon. 
  


